ATTAINS Secret Sauce Training – Handout #1: Navigating ATTAINS Using the Web Addresses

How is this Useful? ATTAINS is designed in a way that allows a user to navigate via the user interface or via the urls in the Address Bar. This allows you to navigate from one part of ATTAINS to another very quickly (without having to go back to full list of Assessment Units for example). It also allows you to easily compare data from cycle to another, especially when you pair this with having multiple tabs open in your browser.

Note: You must be logged into ATTAINS and navigating within that same browser window for this to work. Clicking directly on the links below will not take you directly to that Assessment Unit because the browser will want to log you in first (even if you already are logged in).

BASE URL TAB ORGANIZATION CYCLE AU ID SECTION

https://attains.epa.gov/attains /assessment-units /assessments /TDECWR /2022 /TN05130108033_0410 /summary

Assessment Units Example: https://attains.epa.gov/attains/assessments-units/TDECWR/TN05130108033_0410/summary

If you want to navigate to a different Assessment Unit, just replace [AU ID] with the Assessment Unit ID you want to navigate to.

Assessments Example: https://attains.epa.gov/attains/assessments/TDECWR/2022/TN05130108033_0410/summary

As with Assessment Units, you just need to change the ID to navigate to a different Assessment Unit. You can also change the cycle to see the data for that AU for a different cycle.

Actions Example: https://attains.epa.gov/attains/actions/TDECWR/TN06010104_2018_ecoli/summary

Note: The ‘summary’ section is important to include. For example, if you tried to navigate to a prior cycle using the ‘parameters’ section you will likely get an error that you don’t have permission. This is because that prior cycle is read only, and only the ‘summary’ section is currently available.